
Reduce Cloud Spend,

Increase Profitability
Reduce up to 30% of your cloud costs 
within 5 minutes of integration

Codeless Integration No tagging changes needed  |

Manage all your cloud spend.

Then start reducing it, one service at a time.

Visualize

Combine all of your cloud expenses into one 
MegaBill that helps you understand on what 
source you are spending money and why. See 
your spend on any granularity, no matter how 
complex your environment is.

Allocate

Finout's MegaBill can assign any cost to its 
rightful place with our Virtual and Weighted tags 
feature, making Finout the most comprehensive 
showback solution today.

Enrich

Using standard connectors such as Datadog, 
Prometheus, or CloudWatch. Finout breaks down 
the cost of resources such as Kubernetes pods or 
S3 folders.

Reduce

Finout's CostGuard feature will spot cloud waste,  
spend anomalies, and give rightsizing 
recommendations. Providing you with all the 
tools that you need to save on cloud costs from 
day one.

Finout’s cloud cost management platform  
combines all invoices into one dashboard, 
enabling an unparalleled view of all cloud spend 
in minutes.
 

More importantly, Finout’s solution lets you 
correlate those costs into real business metrics, 
such as cost per customer, feature, or team.

Create any unit cost 

in seconds.

But that's just 

the tip of the iceberg 

The ultimate FinOps solution.

Monitor
Once in the MegaBill, every line 
item can be attributed to its 
business role, feature, team, and 
product using advanced 
assignment rules and virtual 
tagging, including native 
agentless Kubernetes support. 

Manage
Finout can then correlate those 
costs to unit economics using 
Datadog, Salesforce, Looker, and 
more to attribute revenue data 
and profitability margins for 
each customer.

Reduce
Start reducing cost immediately 
and measure it per customer or 
feature while also creating 
customizable dashboards for 
DevOps, Finance, and C-Level.

Using Finout’s Business Context capabilities, we 
gained insights into our cloud bill, understanding cost 
by customer and feature. This enabled us to fine-tune 

our service for the best value and commit to better 
planning.

Ofir Tam
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Main Features.

Unparalleled view into 
your spend
Track your cost over time with matching 
KPIs to understand how much you pay 
for each business unit instead of your 
gross total.

Advanced FinOps 
capabilities
Configure alerts, get recommendations and 
create customizable dashboards for your 
teams.

Cost per customer

Allocate your unit cost together with 
dedicated resources back to your 
customer to understand your gross 
margin for each tenant.

The snappiest solution 
on the market
Use Finout's solution to drill down to the 
resource level in seconds, with the fastest 
and snappiest platform on the market.


Book a time today with 
our specialist today

See Finout In Action
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